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A typology
booklet about the
different forms of
drag performance and art.
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HISTORY OF
DRAG
Since the early 1300s, the term drag has been around
and incorporated into common language. However, it wasn’t
until the 19th century that it was used to describe gender
performance, usually performing in clothes to a gender or
persona different from your own. In the late 1870s, a United
Kingdom newspaper used the word drag in a party invitation,
which talked about men dressing up in womens clothing.
The term drag as a gender performance could have
been coined by the theatre community, as later gay people
were using drag and other theatre slang as a part of a secret
language during an age of criminalization of homosexuality.
The term was officially associated with the LBGTQ+ community
in A.J. Rosanoff’s 1927 Manual of Psychiatry and defines drag
as “an outfit of female dress worn by homosexual or a social
gathering of homosexuality at which some are in female dress.”
But it wasn’t just men performing. Women were performing
as men or as masculine as well, but it never gained the full
recognition and glory that men receive.
As far back as 1867, drag balls have been going on,
with both males and females participating. They would dress up
and compete for awards for the best gown or figure and so on.
These drag balls were often home to parties where black queer
people would meet together. In some bars, half the men would
dress in drag in order to be out in the city while hiding away
from laws that forbade same-sex dancing. Although there were
also laws that forbade dressing as the opposite sex.

In the 1950s, drag became associated with the LBGTQ+ community and as a gay art form with the introduction of bars
catered for gay people. In the 1970s, drag found its way to the
big screen with John Waters’ Pink Flamingos while masculinity
was high within gay culture. Into the 1980s, the drag ball scene
was at an all time high. At this time, drag meant looking as
much like a woman as possible. So this lead to the introduction of categories in the balls such as “butch queen first time
in drag” and “high fashion evening wear”. This can been seen
in documentaries like Paris Is Burning. Exposure like this made
drag more accessible and more visible as well.
The 1990s brought us America’s first drag queen RuPaul, who performed at the March on Washington. The 1990s
also brought drag kings into the spotlight as female performers gained more popularity as well as their own balls. This all
created a public awareness of the LBGTQ+ community and the
difference between being trans, gay, and doing drag. The 2000s
brought in a new “realness” to the community and identity as
drag became more of an art form performed by gay men, trans
folk, queer women and many more.
In 2009, RuPaul brought drag right into the home with
RuPaul’s Drag Race, a competition show for drag queens to become the next drag superstar. Over the course of a decade, the
show brought drag to a new generation and millions of viewers.
Making drag mainstream culture in the process. Today drag is
one of the more recognizable art forms around the world and
including media and entertainment. Gender constraints and
boundaries have been around since forever, so it is only natural
that there have been those who oppose these gender rules and
create a beautiful and more colorful world. Not just for art, but
for life as well.

ART AND FASHION
Drag performers who categorize themselves as an Art or
Fashion queen have a vast array of knowledge on a niche
section of art or fashion. This knowledge is shown in their
costuming and makeup choices. Their choices and mode of
representation may be subtle and only noticeable if one if very
familiar with the era from which the art or fashion derive from.
This can also range from art history to movie fashions and iconic
characters or moments within the art and fashion worlds. They
often have a passion for art and/or fashion that came before
drag and is what brought them into drag. Most often they are
visual artists as well.

Juno Birch: A trans

woman from Manchester
whose drag persona is
an alien trying to pass off
as a 1960s Stepford wife.
They are an illustrator and
sculpture which is where
their drag persona was
born on paper.

Violet Chachki:

hhWinner of Rupaul’s
Drag Race season 7,
Chachki is obsessed with
fashion and is known as
one of the most polished
and fashion forward
queens today. Their looks
reference very specific
points in fashion history
and often are a mix of
periods.

Club Kids
The term Club Kid refers to the group of dance club icons in
the late 1980s and early 1990s in New York City. These figures
were considered conscious youths who surrounded themselves
with art and fashion culture. The Club kid scene was a place
where experimentation was celebrated and the more different
the better. Although the original Club Kids are really no longer a
part of the scene as much, there is a resurgence of the Club Kid
aesthetic and lifestyle in New York City and around the world.

Imp Kid: A trans woman from New

York City whose is a part of a semi
NeoClub Kid movement. Their
costumes are over the top and teeter
on the edge of just plain silly in some
cases, but always taken seriously.

Susanne Bartsch:

An event producer and
influencer for the Club Kid
scene. She hosted monthly
parties at clubs
such as the
Copacabana
in the 1980s.
She is an icon
in both
nightlife and
celebrity
personalities
but as well as
haute fashion.

Comedy and Camp
“Camp” refers to an aesthetic and sensibility that derives
from bad taste and irony. Camp not is used to describe
fashion choices as well as personality and performance. Most
stereotypical concepts of drag queens have Camp and the root
of it all. Most comedy and campy queens’ goal of their show
or event is to make you laugh and have a good time. To take
a break from all the seriousness and darkness in our world and
just be together in a moment of joy.

Divine: Was an actor and

drag queen in the 1970s and
1980s who often starred in
films by John Waters, most
notably Pink Flamingos and
Hairspray(1988). Divine was
also the inspiration for Ursula
from The Little Mermaid.

Tammie Brown: The most

wacky and out there drag
queen there is. A contestant
in the first season of RuPaul’s
Drag Race, whose persona
calls back to old Hollywood
as well as movies like Tootsie.

Impersonation
A part of drag culture is celebrity impersonation and satire,
and some queens base their whole drag identity off of a
caricature of a famous celebrity, often a female celebrity
however some of the best impersonations have been of men.
Not only do these queens have to nail down the look of a
certain celebrity, they also have to perfect the tiniest and most
recognizable mannerisms that the said celebrity is known for.
Some impersonations are spot on and indistinguishable from
the real person but they can also be a complete over the top
exaggeration that still holds accuracy.

Chad Michaels: Winner of

RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars
season 1, Michaels is not only
a drag queen but also one of
the best Cher impersonators
on the planet. They do Cher
so well and religiously if
you inaccurately
impersonate Cher they’ll
call you out no problem.

Derrick Barry: A Vegas

queen and contestant on
RuPaul’s Drag Race season
8, Barry is most known
for their spot on Britney
Spears impersonation. Their
impression is so spot on
sometimes it’s
impossible to tell if it’s
really her or not.

Pageant
When you hear the word pageant you think beauty queens,
swimsuit and talent competitions, a title, and tears. And that
is exactly what the Pageant queens do and perform. These
queens are polished and rhinestoned to the heavens with their
big glamorous hair and gowns. A Pageant queen is a performer
who mainly participates in drag beauty pageants to win money,
recognition, respect, and a chance to further their careers.
Most pageant queens also have a certain aesthetic that is more
rich, sophisticated glamour with less costumey and referencing
something other than beauty pageant culture.

Coco Montrese: A

seasoned pageant queen
and dancer, they were a
contestant on season 5
of RuPaul’s Drag Race
and holds the title of Miss
Gay Universe. They are
also known for their Janet
Jackson impression and
rich woman persona.

Alyssa Edwards:

Dancer and dance instructor,
Edwards also appeared on
season 5 of RuPaul’s Drag
Race and have their own
dance tv show. They are
known for their charismatic
and over the top personality,
humor and fashion choices.

Out of the Box
The out of the box category is not an actually category
recognized by mainstream drag culture, however, not every
drag performer needs or wants to be put into a box. Some
simply just loved to be called a performer or artist and nothing
more. Most of the queens who you may call out of the box are
usually queens whose ideas and concepts are so fresh and new
or completely obscure and offbeat, but that is the point. There
are drag queens who do complete prosthetic makeup and
transform themselves into otherworldly beings. And those who
only use unconventional materials to create fabulous looks.

Acid Betty: Contestant on season 8,

RuPaul’s Drag Race Betty is definitely
out of the box, Most of their costume
and makeup blend together and create
a fully realized otherworldly fantasy.
They are no longer human
whenever they put on
makeup and wigs.

Sasha Velour: Winner
of season 9 of RuPaul’s
Drag Race, Velour takes
specific details or
motifs from popular
and art/fashion
culture to create a
strong narrative of their
creative process and
persona. Each costume
and performance tells
a story and there is
always a message or
lesson or discussion
that is to be had or
learned from them.

Anyone can be a drag
performer, no matter the
race, sexual orientation,
or identity. The ability to
express oneself through art
should not be limited.
Thank you.

